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WhAt REAdERs ARE sAyiNg
“There are two things that you can always 
count on with Brock Eastman’s writing: thrill-
ing adventure, and characters who grow in the 
Lord. Here is a storyteller who refuses to play it 
safe by simplifying his message. Prayer and faith 
are an integral part of his storytelling. Bravo! 
The world needs more authors like Brock.” 
—the Miller brothers
“A race across the galaxy in a stellar ship, the 
Phoenix, you won’t be able to put these books 
down. Be careful not to rip the pages as you 
tear through the text and devour the adventure. 
Thrilling scenes, cool gadgets, and memorable 
characters are all part of what make The Quest 
for Truth a must read series.” 
—Wayne thomas batson 

CoNtENts
Austin’s emotions boil over and he lashes out at his older siblings. Unable to deal with 
the loss of his parents and not ready to accept Oliver and Tiffany’s authority over him, he 
rebels.

When the kids land on Evad they find that the Übel and their parents have yet to arrive. 
In hope of finding clues to the next destination, the kids head into and abandoned city 
tucked in the center of a large crater. Waterfalls flow down the surrounding cliffs and 
through large stone ziggurats that sit at the ends of a cross shaped pool. The city has been 
consumed by the lush jungle. A breakthrough occurs when Mason remembers something 
Tiffany had read in their mom’s journal. This clue drives them to split into groups of two 
and search for the highest point in the city.

While exploring, the Übel arrive. Tiffany and Austin find themselves trapped in an 
Astronomy tower and Oliver and Mason must go to the rescue while evading the soldiers 
that will soon be pouring into the city. Unbeknownst to his siblings, Austin sneaks out to 
attempt his own rescue of his parents, but is rescued himself by Obbin, the blue boy from 
the hidden gorge. Obbin stowed away on The Phoenix. 

Meanwhile Oliver locates his parents. They are alive and unharmed. The opportunity to 
rescue them does not come and he is forced to return to his family, parentless. That eve-
ning the kids decide that they must discover the clue to the next location before the Übel 
and if possible hide the information from them. In doing so Oliver hopes to thwart the 
soldiers’ ability to continue their expedition and resulting captivity of Mr. and Mrs. Wikk.

They also receive a mysterious message from Mr. O’Farrell, one that sounds more like a 
threat than anything. The kids are confused and wonder what Mr. O’Farrell’s real motives 
have been all along. Table of contents from book

Risk
Quest for Truth - book 2
Brock Eastman

Summary: The Wikk children’s adventures continue as they look 
for their kidnapped parents on the planet of Evad. The pressure 
increases family disharmony but they evade the Ubel soldiers and 
unlock further clues in their quest.

bRoCk EAstMAN works with Focus on the Family on the Adventures in Odyssey 
series and is the author of two series of fiction for youth.

kEy PoiNts
Enormously exciting storytelling•	
Marketing Tie-In with Focus on the Family•	
Success of book 1•	


